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wrc: dirt 2 is an arcade rally-type driving game, developed by the studio evolution studios. the game places a heavy emphasis on realism, with the player driving through environments modeled on real locations such as the australian outback, the new zealand north island, and greece. wrc: dirt 2 introduces more than 300 new cars and features new locations, a new level of graphics detail, and more than 50 new events. there are currently more than 45 vehicles available in wrc: dirt 2, including the toyota world rally team. the dirt 2 game is set in 10 different locations around the world. players can compete in a variety of events, including rallycross, landrush, gate crazing, and the new trial blazer. the game was released on november 21, 2010. as of
now, the game is only available as a download through ea's online service, as the xbox live arcade version is discontinued. it also has some issues with the xbox live arcade version of the game, and the game automatically shuts down after about half an hour of playtime. for the most part, the game runs fine, but there are still a few issues with the game and the xbox live arcade version, mainly with the driver control scheme, which is the default. while the game is easy to pick up and play, it's not for beginners, and it's quite a lot of fun for more experienced drivers. wrc: dirt 2 is a racing game for the xbox 360. the original wrc: dirt was a game for the playstation 2, and was the first wrc game to feature the wrc license. the sequel, wrc: dirt 2, is the most

ambitious racing game to date, featuring several improvements such as a wider variety of locations, a revamped physics engine, and improved game engine.
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